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I. WITNESS INTRODUCTION 1 

Q. Please state your name, current position and business address. 2 

A. Glenn Labhart, President Labhart Risk Advisors Inc., 14407 Chadbourne, Houston, 3 

Texas 77079. 4 

Q. Please describe your qualifications. 5 

A. My background and experience of 32 years is focused on the execution, negotiation, 6 

valuation, and risk management oversight of financial and physical commodity 7 

transactions.  My direct experience in commodity transactions includes long-term 8 

arrangements for electricity, crude oil, refined products, and natural gas.  I have 9 

experience in the financial markets for interest rate and foreign exchange transactions and 10 

risk management. 11 

While employed as the Chief Risk Officer at Dynegy Inc., from July 1997 to 12 

March 2004, my risk management oversight responsibilities at various times comprised 13 

the independent valuation of market, credit, insurance, foreign exchange, and interest rate 14 

risk.  During the 2000 merger with Illinova Corporation, I had oversight responsibility for 15 

the consolidation of the regulated, unregulated, and credit provisions of energy risk into 16 

the revised energy risk profile of Dynegy.  In 2002 upon the acquisition of Northern 17 

Natural Gas Pipeline Company, I assessed risk in connection with the filing of a federal 18 

transport rate case, was responsible for strategic evaluation of long term transport rates, 19 

and implemented a risk management program.  While at Dynegy, between 2002-2004, at 20 

the direction and on behalf of the Dynegy Audit Committee, I conducted internal 21 

investigations with various outside legal counsel to provide responsive written support, 22 
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presentation, and interpretation of industry practices regarding so-called “round-trip 23 

trades” in connection with negotiation of successful settlements with the Commodity 24 

Futures Trading Commission, Securities and Exchange Commission, and Federal Energy 25 

Regulatory Commission.  26 

Between 2002 and 2004, also at the direction of the Dynegy Audit Committee, I 27 

conducted internal investigations with various outside legal counsel on matters related to 28 

manipulation of market index prices in response to and in cooperation with requests from 29 

the Department of Justice.  In 2006, I testified as a fact witness while also providing 30 

litigation services and analysis to support litigation/prosecution theory and determine 31 

dollar loss value.  32 

I am the current Chairman of the Energy Oversight Committee of the Global 33 

Association Risk Professionals Energy Risk program that provides certification to the 34 

professional community for energy risk management.  35 

II. PURPOSE OF TESTIMONY AND SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 36 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding? 37 

A. The purpose of my testimony is to review two previously submitted pieces of testimony 38 

by Jerome D. Mierzwa (on behalf of the Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”)) and David J. 39 

Effron (on behalf of the People of the State of Illinois (“AG”)) regarding the validity of 40 

the results that suggest that Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas Company 41 

(“Nicor Gas” or the “Company”) manipulated storage inventory levels in order to obtain 42 

benefits under the Gas Cost Performance Plan (“GCPP”) approved by the Illinois 43 

Commerce Commission (“Commission”) in 1999. 44 
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 Q. Do you have any attachments to your rebuttal testimony? 45 

A. No.  46 

Q. What procedures did you perform to develop your conclusions? 47 

A. I reviewed the referenced testimony and the associated Bates labeled information 48 

previously reviewed by the witnesses to prepare their testimony.  49 

Q. What are your conclusions? 50 

A. Under the GCPP, Nicor Gas operated under a new tariff that provided for the tracking of 51 

gas costs against a benchmark having several components.  Nicor Gas initiated a hedge 52 

program that combined weather derivatives, options and other related hedges to manage 53 

risk of the tariff and associated programs of storage and transportation.  During the time 54 

period of 2000-2001, the natural gas market experienced shifting levels of pricing 55 

patterns and inventory levels, which impacted Nicor Gas’ results from its forward 56 

looking hedge strategy.  At all times Nicor Gas undertook a view to manage risk 57 

associated with the GCPP tariff by execution of a forward looking hedge program.  58 

During this same time period, Nicor Gas prudently maintained oversight of the storage 59 

program to ensure that inventory levels were adequate for the customer base, and made 60 

reasonable decisions to exercise good judgment to mitigate operational risk.  From my 61 

review of the materials provided, I do not find any attempt to manipulate the Benchmark 62 

by utilizing the injections and withdrawals of the natural gas storage inventories and any 63 

suggestion to do so in the testimonies of Mr. Effron and Mr. Mierzwa are completely 64 

hypothetical and unwarranted.  The suggestion that natural gas inventories were 65 

manipulated by injection and withdrawals demonstrates a lack of industry knowledge on 66 
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how inventory levels are managed to maintain and provide sufficient supply for expected 67 

energy usage that is always forward looking.  Historical analysis may be used to manage 68 

inventory levels of natural gas, but only in the context of its application to make 69 

reasonable judgments of forward looking risk management programs that unfortunately 70 

do not always align with market based pricing.   71 

III. REBUTTAL CONCLUSIONS 72 

Q. Does Mr. Effron present a plausible scenario concerning withdrawals and injections 73 

in 2001? 74 

A. No. 75 

Q. Please explain why not. 76 

A. He provides a very simplistic and unrealistic analysis which is nothing more than an 77 

accounting reconstruction of what the cost of gas might have been had the amounts of 78 

injections and withdrawals in 2001 matched some sort of historical experience.  79 

Specifically, his conclusion that the cost of gas would have been between $145 million 80 

and $182 million less in 2001 depends on the total withdrawals for that year being in an 81 

amount equivalent to either 1998 or the five-year (1994-98) average, and matching the 82 

average monthly withdrawal percentages calculated from that five-year period, and the 83 

amount of injections being increased to the same level as the recalculated withdrawals 84 

and also reflecting the five-year average of monthly injection percentages.  Mr. Effron 85 

presents no reason to assume that the circumstances that existed in 2001 would have 86 

justified a level of injections and withdrawals that would have looked anything like either 87 
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the experience in 1998 or the 1994-98 average, or any other historical time period for that 88 

matter. 89 

  Moreover, Mr. Effron confuses the absolute level of withdrawals/injections with 90 

the “pattern” of withdrawals and injections.  After referring to a “strategy of reduced 91 

withdrawals” (Effron Dir. Reopen., AG Ex. 1.2, 24:3-4), he then references a “deviation 92 

from the normal pattern of withdrawals and injections.”  (Id., 24:11-12, emphasis 93 

supplied).  Later, he asserts that “if Nicor [Gas] had followed its normal pattern of 94 

injections and withdrawals in 2001, the volume of purchases in the off-peak months, 95 

when the prices were significantly lower, would have been substantially greater, and the 96 

actual cost of gas would have been less, much less.”  (Id., 25:20-23, emphasis supplied).  97 

While it is true that total withdrawals and injections were lower in 2001 than the average 98 

in 1994-98 that Mr. Effron uses as one of his bases for comparison (which lower totals 99 

can be readily explained, as discussed below, by reasons totally unrelated to any effort to 100 

manipulate the benchmark), the pattern of withdrawals and injections in 2001 was 101 

markedly similar to what Mr. Effron refers to as the “normal pattern of withdrawals and 102 

injections.”  His predictions are comparable to predicting weather patterns—projections 103 

which are not reliable and patterns which cannot be manipulated. 104 

  In fact, it is the “base case” that Mr. Effron uses to conclude that Nicor Gas’ 105 

actions in 2001 increased the cost of gas and increased the benchmark that deviated from 106 

the normal pattern and is a case that would exist, if at all, only in the imagination of an 107 

accountant.  The gross unreality of Mr. Effron’s 2001 reference case deprives his entire 108 

analysis of all credibility. 109 
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Q. What is so unrealistic about Mr. Effron’s reference case? 110 

A. It posits a situation in which annual withdrawals and injections are exactly equal and in 111 

which monthly withdrawals and injections exactly match the percentages that are the 112 

1994-98 averages for each month.  (Id., 26:1-6).  Mr. Effron claims that “[t]hese 113 

assumptions do not imply the execution of any sophisticated management strategies; they 114 

simply reflect what Nicor [Gas] would have done in 2001 with normal storage operations, 115 

again based on actual historical experience.”  (Id., 26:6-9).  But there is nothing “normal” 116 

about that type of operation.  Under Mr. Effron’s analysis, a baseball player with a five 117 

year batting average of .333 should get exactly one hit in every three at bats, in his sixth 118 

season, and if he fails to do so, or fails to hit .333 in the sixth season, “manipulation” is 119 

Mr. Effron’s likely explanation.  Mr. Effron’s attempt to force individual data packets to 120 

conform to an unscientifically selected average is patently without merit.  121 

  Not surprisingly, in no year during 1994-98 did annual injections and withdrawals 122 

equal each other—in those years withdrawals exceeded injections by between 1.3 million 123 

and 19.2 million MMBtu.  Similarly, in no year during that period did monthly 124 

withdrawals and injections correspond to the five-year average monthly percentages that 125 

Effron posits for 2001, what he calls “normal storage operations.”  (Id., 26:8).  Mr. Effron 126 

thus entirely ignores the fact that the historical data he himself uses wholly contradicts his 127 

“average” theory about what Nicor Gas’ injections and withdrawals should have been.  128 

So, despite the evidence that divergences from the averages were the norm—in the very 129 

sample that Mr. Effron himself selected—Mr. Effron somehow insists that divergences 130 

from the supposed “norm” in the PBR years were the result of wrongdoing.  Mr. Effron’s 131 

methodology is simply, and demonstrably, wrong.  (Id., 26:17-19). 132 
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Q. You testified that the pattern of withdrawals and injections in 2001 was “markedly 133 

similar” to the 1994-98 pattern.  Can you please explain that statement? 134 

A. Yes.  The information Mr. Effron presents on his Exhibit DJE-5, p. 1, shows that in the 135 

first three months of 2001, withdrawals were 63.77% of the total for the year, compared 136 

to the five-year average of 61.54%.  Over the first four months of 2001, the 137 

correspondence between actual 2001 and average 1994-98 was even more striking: 138 

69.24% of total annual withdrawals for 2001 compared to 69.23% for 1994-98.  The 139 

remaining periods in 2001 are similar, as one might expect since “on average” about 62% 140 

of withdrawals occur in the first three months.  For the middle six months of 2001, 141 

withdrawals were 13.77% of the total for the year, while the 1994-98 average is 9.32%.  142 

For the last three months, actual 2001 withdrawals were 22.46% of the yearly total while 143 

the 1994-98 average was 29.14%.  The only thing that appears “unusual” about 2001 is 144 

the lower level of withdrawals for the year, a level that is more likely explained by 145 

inventory and weather circumstances in late 2000 and early 2001 than by anything else. 146 

Q. What evidence does Mr. Effron introduce to support his position that the lower 2001 147 

withdrawals were motivated by efforts to raise the Benchmark Gas Cost? 148 

A. Actually none.  He simply speculates that, at the beginning of 2001, “there was probably 149 

already a developing realization that the Storage Credit Rate for 2001 would be higher 150 

than normal and minimizing the level of withdrawals would increase the benchmark.”  151 

(Id., 28:7-10).  But he cites no evidence whatsoever for this “probable developing 152 

realization” and even if he could show that this “realization” had “probably” been 153 

“developing,” he still fails to establish any link between that realization and any action 154 

(such as lowering withdrawals) based on that hypothetical realization.   155 
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Q. Does Mr. Effron in fact cite other evidence that contradicts his assertion that lower 156 

withdrawals in 2001 were designed to raise the Benchmark Gas Cost? 157 

A. Yes.  He says that “the company was not in a position to withdraw the same volumes as it 158 

had been in earlier years” because inventory levels at the beginning of 2001 were at 159 

substantially reduced levels, from 101.2 MMBtu’s at the end of 1998 to 72.2 million 160 

MMBtu’s (after the accounting restatement) at the end of 2000.  (Id., 27:19-28:7).  This 161 

statement is only valid when retroactively analyzing inventory levels as opposed to actual 162 

circumstances that require a market based approach in determining proper strategies from 163 

forward market pricing, spot volatility of price, and weather anomalies.   164 

  He also notes that “the historical volume of withdrawals in the month of January 165 

appears to have been related to the historical volume of deliveries in that month.  Thus, to 166 

the extent deliveries in January 2001 were less than normal due to weather conditions, the 167 

reduced deliveries could have affected the January withdrawals.”  (Id., 28:12-15).  In 168 

other words, Mr. Effron has identified two independent reasons that could have caused 169 

the lower deliveries in 2001, especially in January (which, as I explain below, is of 170 

particular importance):  lower inventories and lower deliveries because of weather.  171 

Q. Do you have any concerns about comparing 2001 with 1994-98? 172 

A. Yes, preliminarily I understand that 1994-98 was used in Docket No. 99-0127 as the 173 

period for establishing certain parameters in the Benchmark.  Use of that period in 1999 174 

may have been entirely justifiable because that was the most recent information then 175 

available.  But now we also have data for 1999 and 2000 against which 2001 might be 176 

compared, yet Mr. Effron does not present any of that.  More importantly, Mr. Effron 177 

presents no information that allows us to conclude that 1994-98 is in any way 178 
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representative of the conditions that may have existed in 2001.  This is particularly true 179 

for the months of January, February and March 2001, which Mr. Effron notes account for 180 

virtually all of the impact resulting from the “lower” withdrawals, i.e., about $178.171 181 

million out of the total of $181.879 million of “lost savings” in gas costs because of the 182 

“lower” withdrawals.  The month of January 2001 itself accounts for about $114.023 183 

million, or 63%, of the total “lost savings.”  With the possible exception of the month of 184 

April, the amount of monthly withdrawals during the rest of 2001 was virtually identical 185 

to what one would “expect” looking only at the five-year historic period presented by 186 

Mr. Effron.   187 

Q. Aside from what Mr. Effron has said, what reasons may have affected Nicor Gas’ 188 

ability to withdraw gas from storage in amounts similar to what it had withdrawn 189 

during any other years? 190 

A. Before anyone can jump to a conclusion that these lower withdrawals were simply to 191 

manipulate a PBR benchmark, one should understand first that fluctuations from an 192 

“historic” average are not unusual and certainly not indicative of some nefarious scheme.  193 

I would note, for example, that Mr. Effron himself observes that withdrawals in January 194 

1998, long before the PBR plan was in effect, were a full 20% lower than average 195 

January withdrawals during Mr. Effron’s selected “historic period.”  (See Effron Dir. 196 

Reopen., AG Ex. 1.3, Sch. DJE-5, p. 3).  Does this suggest or evidence any kind of “plot” 197 

in 1998 to increase gas prices?  Clearly not, it simply shows that conditions existing at 198 

any time affect the injection cycle.  Similarly, withdrawals in January 1994 were 199 

43,327,133 MMBtu while withdrawals in January 1998 were 27,761,750 MMBtu.  See 200 

NIC 005634.  This difference is about equivalent to the difference between withdrawals 201 
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in January 2001 and January 1998 but Mr. Effron doesn’t contend that the difference 202 

between 1994 and 1998 withdrawals is evidence of suspicious behavior in either year.  203 

What this shows is that January withdrawals can differ substantially from year to year for 204 

reasons having nothing to do with manipulation of the Gas Cost Benchmark.  Given these 205 

kinds of indisputably normal variations, Mr. Effron is patently wrong in concluding that 206 

variations from his random five-year average must be due to wrongdoing.  Mr. Effron’s 207 

own data shows that variations are themselves normal.   208 

  To understand the possible explanation for any deviation from an historic average, 209 

one needs to have a full and complete understanding of all the circumstances that existed 210 

in the first quarter of 2001, especially in January (and probably December 2000 as well), 211 

and that might have led to these lower withdrawals (if in fact they are lower than 212 

withdrawals in some representative period).  Such factors would include weather (the 213 

importance of which Mr. Effron concedes but which he does not analyze).  Mr. Effron 214 

has no provided no analysis or even any discussion or identification of any of these 215 

factors; nor would he be capable of doing so because of his complete lack of any 216 

background or experience in this area. 217 

Q. Have you conducted any kind of independent analysis of conditions in the first 218 

quarter of 2001 that might serve as explanations for what appears to be the “lower” 219 

level of withdrawals during that month? 220 

A. Yes.  First, let me reiterate that until I see more evidence—which has not been provided 221 

by Intervenors—I will not agree that withdrawals during the first quarter of 2001 were 222 

unusually low.  But setting aside that point for a minute, I have reviewed a Nicor Gas 223 

document that Mr. Mierzwa attaches as an exhibit to his testimony.  (Mierzwa Dir. 224 
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Reopen., CUB Ex. 1.14).  This document suggests to me that Nicor Gas thought, in 225 

September 2001, that deferring withdrawals to the later months of the winter and 226 

lowering the 2001 withdrawal cycle would likely be in the best interest of Nicor Gas and 227 

its customers.  The analysis set forth in this document is a reasonable attempt to identify 228 

and quantify these benefits.  It clearly indicates that Nicor Gas was focusing on the 229 

interests of its customers in analyzing whether or not to defer withdrawals. 230 

  In addition, it was reported that weather conditions in November and December 231 

2000 were the coldest such two-month period on record, temperatures being 6.3% and 232 

40.9% colder than average during November and December, respectively.  As a result, 233 

gas prices were rising rapidly while inventories were being quickly depleted by year-end 234 

2000.  Then, however, the temperature pattern reversed and January 2001 was warmer 235 

than average and, after peaking in January, gas prices began to decline.   236 

Q. But Mr. Effron presents another analysis which he contends shows that the lower 237 

withdrawals in January 2001 could not have been explained by “weather.”  What is 238 

your response to that? 239 

A. Mr. Effron says that during January, historically withdrawals and deliveries were closely 240 

correlated.  He points out that deliveries in January 1998 and January 2001 were at 241 

comparable levels, actually somewhat higher in 2001 than in 1998 (and that January 2001 242 

was “colder” than January 1998).  Nonetheless because withdrawals were nearly 10 243 

MMBtu higher in January 1998 than in January 2001, he eliminates weather as a factor 244 

explaining January 2001’s lower withdrawals.  Here, Mr. Effron again uses historical 245 

data incorrectly.  His observation is that in January, generally withdrawals track 246 

deliveries closely.  When he observes that in January 1998 deliveries were similar to 247 
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those in January 2001; and withdrawals in January 2001 tracked deliveries (as would be 248 

expected based on “historic” experience) but were much lower than deliveries in January 249 

1998 (when the relationship between withdrawals and deliveries diverged from the 250 

“historic” pattern), he asks the wrong question.  He asks “What was unusual about 251 

January 2001?” when he should have asked “What was unusual about January 1998?”  252 

After all, it was January 1998—not January 2001—that diverged from the “historic” 253 

pattern, and January 2001 is said to be “unusual” only because it diverged from January 254 

1998, which actually should have been expected because Mr. Effron’s data show that 255 

January 1998 itself was somehow unusual. 256 

Q. Mr. Mierzwa quotes from the Commission’s Order approving the GCPP certain 257 

excerpts of Nicor Gas’ position as the Commission understood it, specifically that in 258 

order to manipulate withdrawals to affect the benchmark “the Company would 259 

have to be able to predict Market Index Prices, actual variable commodity costs and 260 

the relative difference between the two and do so for multiple monthly periods.”  261 

(Mierzwa Dir. Reopen., CUB Ex. 1.0, 52:1425-29).  Do you agree that such 262 

manipulation would have required Nicor Gas to have this kind of knowledge? 263 

A. Yes. 264 

Q. Do you believe that anyone, including the Company, would have had the ability, in 265 

late 2000 or early 2001, to predict Market Index Prices, actual variable commodity 266 

costs and the relative difference between the two for multiple monthly periods? 267 

A. No.  In addition, any suggestion that one is able to manipulate Market Index Prices by 268 

altering injection and withdrawal patterns is even more unrealistic.   269 
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Q. Does Mr. Mierzwa make any recommendations based on 2001 storage withdrawals? 270 

A. Yes, like Mr. Effron he claims that Nicor Gas manipulated storage withdrawals in 2001 271 

to benefit itself, and then recommends an adjustment that would “impute” a different 272 

level of withdrawals to Nicor Gas.  He simply asserts, without any supporting evidence of 273 

any kind, that “[i]n 2001, Nicor [Gas] elected to reduce storage withdrawals due to the 274 

adverse impact of storage withdrawals on its performance under the GCPP.”  (Id., 275 

55:1536-37).  But it also would have been a reasonable course of action for Nicor Gas to 276 

have taken in light of the low level of January 2001 withdrawals.  Deviating from the 277 

percentage pattern embodied in the SCA formula would have exposed both the Company 278 

and its customers to risk.  Thus, when the January withdrawals were at such a low level, 279 

greater withdrawals later in the year would have carried enhanced risk and thus it is 280 

understandable why withdrawals were not increased. 281 

Q. What adjustment does Mr. Mierzwa recommend and what is it based on? 282 

A. Mr. Mierzwa recommends an adjustment based on imputing storage withdrawals to the 283 

lowest quantity of withdrawals during 1994-99, which he claims to have occurred in 284 

1996.  He claims this would result in a refund of $155.3 million to customers.  (Id., 285 

56:1548-56). 286 

Q. In your opinion does Mr. Mierzwa’s recommendation have any merit? 287 

A. No. 288 

Q. Why not? 289 

A. It proceeds from the same illogic as does Mr. Effron’s adjustment.  First, he simply 290 

assumes that the 2001 withdrawals were the result of “manipulation” to beat the 291 
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Benchmark although he has no evidence to support this and, in fact, the evidence he cites 292 

refutes that proposition.  Second, he assumes that in the absence of such “manipulation,” 293 

Nicor Gas’ 2001 withdrawals would have matched those in 1996, without providing any 294 

basis for that assumption or providing any evidence to support it.  For the reasons I stated 295 

above in connection with Mr. Effron’s testimony, it is improper and contra-factual to 296 

assume that one year’s withdrawals will or should match some other year’s withdrawals.  297 

Indeed, the very evidence Mr. Mierzwa and Mr. Effron had at their disposal shows just 298 

the opposite: substantial and entirely normal variations from average storage withdrawals 299 

occur all the time.  300 

IV. CONCLUSION 301 

Q. Does this conclude your rebuttal testimony? 302 

A. Yes. 303 


